
Scratch Lesson - Olympic  Archery

In this lesson, we will learn quite a couple of techniques that you can use in your own 

Scratch game!

The coding that we’ll cover in this lesson is as follows:

1) We’ll learn how to create a Main Menu with buttons.
2) We’ll learn how to create di�erent di�culty levels.
3) We’ll learn how to animate clouds using di�erent backdrops.
4) And of course, we’ll learn how to make a basic archery game!

STEP 1:

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 2:

Step 1 of our journey is importing the template provided called - Olympic Archery.

Now let’s get comfortable with the assets.

You’ll see that there’s already the following assets included in the template:

• 21 Back Drops are provided (1 is the Main Menu Backdrop).
• 3 Di�erent buttons.
• 3 Di�erent cross-hairs.
• 3 Di�erent targets.

By the way, an asset is a resource or material.

Alright, let’s start with some coding! Let’s start with making our Main Menu and buttons 
clickable. Click on Backdrops and put the following code together:

When we click Start [green 
flag] button, we want our 

background to start at the 
Main Menu.

Make sure that with the 
“Switch Backdrop to” 

command, you select TITLE.Obviously we want our score 
to track, so head down the 
coding list and look under 

Variables for “Set (my 
variable) to 0”.

Where it says (my variable), 
change this to Score and set 

to 0.



Okay, now lets make our buttons do things! Click on the Easy Button on the right side. We 
will do the same for the other buttons, however, we’ll change a couple of things.

On the Start Easy Button, complete the following:

STEP 3:

We first need to start with the Green Flag or the start button for Scratch, we also need to 
add a Show command attached to it. So each time we push the start button, it displays the 
Easy Button.

Our next step is to add a “When this sprite clicked” command and attach a broadcast 
command to it. We need to set the broadcast command to “Start-Easy” using the drop 
down button.

Under that we need to wrap a “hide” command in a “forever” command, this will tell 
Scratch to hide the Easy Button indefinitely, until we click the Green Flag button again.

Our last step is to add a “When I Receive...” command and set that to Start-Medium. Then 
we need to attach a “hide” command to that. We can repeat this step for our next button 
as well.

Once that’s completed, we need to follow the same steps for the next two buttons.

So click on the Medium Button + Hard Button and add the same code. 

Note that in the Medium Button, we will set our broadcast to “Start-Medium” instead of 
“Start-Easy” and on the right side, we’ll set the “When I Receive...” to Start-Easy > Then 
Hide. Start-Hard will stay the same.

With the Start Hard Button, we’ll do the same but instead broadcast “Start-Hard” and on 
the right side, we’ll set the “When I Receieve...” to “Start-Easy” > Then Hide. Start-Hard will 
be switched to “Start-Medium”.

Now that we’ve got our menu sorted, let’s move on.



Our next step is to setup our cross-hairs. We will complete the same steps for the other 
cross-hairs, let’s focus on the “easy-crosshair”. Make sure you click on it before putting your 
code in.

Complete the following:

STEP 4:

When we click Start [green 
flag] button, we need our 

cross-hairs to hide until we 
select a di�culty.

Next we need to add the following:

Our broadcast command we 
setup in Step 3

Our variable for scoring

This will show our cross-hair 
after we click one of our 

buttons

Adding to the above

{
We need to wrap our code in 
a forever command for the 

next steps.

We’re first going to tell our code that the 
cross-hair must follow our mouse-pointer.

Then we will use a “if---then” command. We 
will attach a color (rgb) is touching (rgb)?

We will set the first colour to the small dot in 
the middle of the cross-hair. The colour code 

is as follows:

Our second colour is the 
colour in the middle of the 

target.



STEP 4 Continued:

After our colours have been set, we will add a variable of “Change by” and set it to “Score” 
and change by “10”. These are the amount of points awarded for touching the middle of the 
target. You can change this value to anything!

After we’ve set our score, we’ll append a “Say” command and input +10 (or + [your score set 
in the previous step]) and tell it to display for 0.3 seconds. You can also increase the amount 
of time the “Say” command stays up on screen. If it’s to long however, it’ll get in the way!

This is called “Visual Feedback” and is required for us to see that we’ve actually hit the 
target.

You can also append a sound to it as well, so it’ll provide “Audible Feedback” that we’ve hit 
the target.

Step 4 must be applied to the next 2 cross-hairs (med-crosshair & hard-crosshair). The code 
is exactly the same. The di�erence between the levels of cross-hairs is the size of the actual 
cross-hair itself.

You can test to see if your code is working, move your mouse in the preview window on the 
top-right side of your screen. If the cross-hair is glued to your mouse, then you’ve done it 
correctly.

After  you complete the next step, you can check if your other code is working correctly!



Our second last step is to do with the targets. Click on “t-easy” and complete the following:

STEP 5:

When we click Start [green 
flag] button, we need our 

targets to hide until we 
select a di�culty.

Once that’s completed, we 
need to add in a “Wait Until” 

command and append a 
“Broadcast” command to it.

Set the broadcast command 
to “Start-Easy”.

The next section we’re covering:

When we select the di�culty 
in our Main Menu, the target 

will show.

After that we need our 
target to start at a location. 

We don’t use the Original 
sprite for anything else than 
setting our original targets 

position.

Finally, we wrap a “Glide” 
command in a forever 

command. 

This will make the target 
move around our screen 

indefinitely.

Note: We set the glide here to “2” seconds and selected “Random Position”. This will 
randomly push our target around our screen and continue to do so until we click the 
stop button.

For our Medium & Hard targets, we actually use the same code, the only di�erence is 
that we speed up the targets movement by lowering the time it takes to glide.

So in “t-medium” & “t-hard”, set the glide for medium to: 1.5 seconds & hard to: 1 second.



At this point, we’re actually finished with the game itself. We’ve setup the Main Menu, our 
buttons should all be working, our cross-hair & targets should be working as well.

The last part is to animate our background, so it looks like the clouds are moving.

Now it’s actually not di�cult to do, since we already have the assets needed. We just need 
to tell our code to change the backdrop.

Complete the following:

STEP 6:

We first tell our backdrops to 
start changing after we 

select a di�culty in our menu 
by using a “When I Receive...” 
and setting it to Start-Easy.

After that we add a “forever” 
command and wrap the 

below code into it.

We append a “switch 
backdrop to” command and 

select “bg_1”. 

We then add a “Wait (1) 
Seconds” and add a another 

“switch backdrop to”. This 
time we select “bg_2”.

We continue to do this until 
we have 20 di�erent 
backdrop changes.

We then do the exact same 
for our other di�culties.

Your code should look like 
this after you have 
completed it ------>

After you have completed 
this part, you are finished, 

Well Done on making 
another Scratch Game!

These techniques can easily 
be customized for use in your 

own Scratch Game!
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